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Serenity
These are some of the views
which I have to face from
the front of my home.
top: southwesterly
middle: westerly
bottom: northwesterly
Blessing from THE CHRIST!
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Have you ever heard that “one must stand for something or fall for
anything?” I believe that it is ‘fair’ to clearly and succinctly
allow ‘all’ to know one’s position. Of course, many do call someone
which is ‘clear’, rather ‘peculiar’. Do you remember reading in the
Word of THE FATHER about certain type of people?
Was there a time and a place in the history of this country when a
small number of men demonstrated “TO THE LAST DROP & TO THE LAST
BREATH”? Was it at the Alamo?
Do you remember Leviticus 27:28? “...every devoted thing is most
holy unto THE LORD.”
I consider it a ‘blessing’ to posses, occupy, live, and defend ‘a
most holy thing’.
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The Jeep has had an electrical
starting problem for about 8
months. Hope to get it fixed
before the year is out!

The Bronco has been my main
Private Conveyance for the
last two years. There is a
‘blue’ distintive strip
along both sides. Some
people think I desire extra
attention. I really just
want to make sure that lawenforncement knows exactly
who is in said ‘unit’.

No ‘hide-and-seek’ for me!
All three of my units,
private conveyances have
the same information
‘sign’. Close-up so you
can read the prayer.
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This above hood and below doors belong on my 1978 Ford van. As one
can see my ‘prayer’ is quite noticable to all when I convey over
‘postal roads’. I have not finished the recent restoration job on
said unit. new hood and doors are ready to be mounted. And soon a
man will paint my same prayer on the new hood and doors.
Originally, my prayer was placed on this unit in 1995, when
restoration project was completed. This unit, being a four-wheel
drive van, is a very strong 460ci gas-eating hoss. The color is
rather distintive as it shines about 4 different colors depending
upon the lighting.

